Natural and Cultural Asset Plan Meeting #3 [Review Draft]
Date: April 14th, 2022
Time: 9:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Location: James City County Offices
In-person attendance: Jay Everson, Matthew Woolsey, Mary Bressler, Alain Outlaw
Adrienne Frank, Ryann Greifenberger. Absent: Bruce Abbott (met later with staff, comments included
with mapping notes)
JCC staff: Tammy Rosario
GIC staff: Karen Firehock, Matthew Lee
Meeting Purpose: Complete review of assets maps and evaluate risks to those assets.
Participants reviewed updated asset maps, risk maps and design options and process strategies for
conserving assets. Consultants covered the following topics. Map edits are found at the end of this
summary. Refer to meeting materials on county website for maps and slides presented.
Overview of Where We Are in the Process. Staff noted that the process is now engaged in wrapping up
assets and moving on to evaluating risks, identifying opportunities and recommending strategies.
Input from Members of the Public Attending. No members attended to speak.
Community Input Received: Overview of Community Comments and Review of Asset Maps
Community input was used to add assets to the maps of cultural and recreation resources.
By the numbers:
✓ 128 online comments
✓ 8 library surveys
✓ 11 rec center surveys
✓ 1 email of the paper survey
✓ 1 email from Alain's contact
Total comments received: 143 (these are in addition to comments from the Mapping Committee).
Culture and Recreation Asset Maps: There are new resources on the map in addition to data
from the county. For example, a National Historic Register Property is on the map, but the
community may have suggested adding a place or structure that is worthy of designation but
not yet designated. We used icons to represent the asset types to make the map more readable.
Those icons are shown on top of habitat cores since, in many cases, the core is supporting the
uses (hiking, pretty view, river trail etc.). Maps include the community character areas from the
Comp Plan. Also consult the Parks and Recreation Master Plan. Staff consulted individual park
plans but there is a county wide plan that should be reviewed (County to share with GIC staff).
Ag Asset Map: Pick your own farms, farm stands etc. were added to the ag soils and ag districts
already on the map. This map can also support agritourism uses. There is no database of farms
that could be reliably added.
Forestry Asset Map: Includes forests and AFDs and notes forest parcels at least 30+ acres (could
be viable for forestry).

County staff have already reviewed these maps and offered some additions or corrections. GIC
staff explained that these edits will be completed right after today’s meeting (so as to add all
comments at the same time). See attachment of edits list to be completed. Consultants asked
for review of the maps and any needed edits. See Appendix A for edit list and appended images.
Water Asset Map: This shows major drainages, creeks and wetlands and both 100 year and 500year floodplains. There are watershed management plans, and these can also be noted (which
watersheds have a plan). There used to be a Friends of Powhatan Creek group, but they are
likely not operational anymore. Are there any other watershed groups or friends of creek groups
to consult?
Importance: Consultants asked if any cores should be ranked higher (greater importance) because they
support particular assets. Participants agreed that habitat assets that also supported a multitude of
cultural, recreation or historic assets should be scored higher. Consultants will suggest the top priorities
based on these criteria and map corridors (pathways) that connect these high importance areas.
10:30 Risk Mapping – Overview of Risks to the Habitat Cores – See Presentation
Risk: The following risks to the natural and cultural assets maps were evaluated and each risk was also
given weights (more points) if the impact was permanent (e.g., sea level rise) or less weight (less points)
if the impact was not long lasting.
✓ Solar Farms (replaces habitat when utility scale solar farms are built). The risks for solar farms
replacing existing land cover were mapped using a solar opportunities data set from the U.S.
Dept of Energy that shows where solar farms may be optimal based on factors such as proximity
to transmission lines to move generated power. GIC staff edited this map to remove unsuitable
spots such as wetlands and areas already under restrictive conservation easements. The risk
map shows where those solar sites could conflict with existing habitat cores.
✓ New Development (including future land use map from the comp plan that expands areas for
growth). This map uses a model known as SLEUTH. It is a regression model that applies past
patterns of development to predict future growth. Staff also included proximity to roads as
development occurs more readily in areas that are easily reachable, parcel size since smaller
parcels are easier to purchase for buildings, and zoning and the future land use map that shows
where the county intends for future growth to occur. It also includes areas where services such
as water and sewer are provided or could be provided in the future. Those factors added
together show areas most at risk for growth. When growth occurs in areas containing important
habitat, more care will be needed to find ways to place development while still allowing for
habitat to continue. Staff showed some examples of images for how developments can be reimagined to still accommodate the same number or greater of units while protecting assets such
as wetlands, agricultural soils and forests.
✓ Storms were modeled for a Category II or III storm and this model also accounts for both storm
surge and some impacts from downstream flooding. Storms and associated flooding are an
event in time, but they can have lasting impacts by causing severe erosion. Also salt spray can
kill trees and remain in the soil, causing plant death long after the storm has passed. Similarly,
areas that are subject to recurrent flooding can see tree loss over time as forests convert to
“ghost forests.”
✓ Sea Level rise was modeled to the year 2060 using data from the Sewell’s Point gauge. It is the
same level of rise that has been reviewed, vetted and adopted by the state of Virginia as well as

the Hampton Roads Planning District Commission. Since sea level rise is a permanent condition,
its impacts were ranked with a higher weight.
Discussion: Consultants asked the committee if there were any other risks that should be considered
(that can be mapped)? Development was noted as a risk. Consultants have already edited the Habitat
Asset map to account for near term pending developments. A strategy to suggest to the county is to
provide these maps early on in the Process so that developers could use them in their initial designs.
11:15 a.m. Overview of opportunities and discussion of how this work informs planning or
conservation.
How can the data be used to inform/change planning to incorporate more habitat and farmland
conservation? Consultants presented some examples for development sites’ redesign. Refer
back to January meeting presentation for additional ideas shared for how the asset maps can be
utilized.
Meeting participants then suggested specific strategies for further research.
Solar: County needs more education about potential impacts of the panels and site selection.
One participant noted that DEQ has just released new requirements that solar sites have
stormwater management in place. Consultants noted that the county may want to
update/create utility scale solar siting policies.
Wind: This is a potential new risk that was not included. Residents are putting wind power
(windmills) on their property. Consultants agreed to learn more as to whether this is a mappable
risk that could be added or whether the county could provide additional guidance on this as a
risk.
Habitat Restoration: In response to questions on whether there could be assistance to replant
areas or restore habitats, diversify tree types, funding for restoration projects, better guidance
on proper tree planting or ideas for promoting the planting of trees by residents were additional
ideas requested for more guidance in the next phase of this project.
Corridors and Trails: Participants noted that corridors mapped could also become trails if they
were on public property or otherwise accessible. There also could be areas that need
restoration and once restored, could make a nice trail such as a greenway. Staff noted that
there was a greenways master plan created several years ago but it has not been fully
implemented and needs updating. Staff will look into this.
Stream health: The impaired waters list shows creeks in the county that do not currently meet
state water quality standards. DEQ maintains this list and conducts the testing to determine
which streams or bays are impaired. Some of them have had benchmarks established for how
much pollution they can accept without being impaired (also know as a Total Maximum Daily
Loading of Pollution or TMDL). Staff will look up the impairments for those that have an
established TMDL to see if any strategies in this planning effort could help with recovery for
those impaired waters (e.g., a stream that has habitat impairments could be targeted to be
restored, possibly using grant funding).
Forestry: Planting more oaks should be a strategy. Staff noted that VA Dept of Forestry is doing
this so committee members suggested that the county could be great place to encourage more
plantings here.

Committee members noted that it’s important that all strategies note the zoning and ownership
for any areas considered for a strategy so that people understand that having an area on a map
noted as high value (e.g., great habitat) does not mean that there is an associated action to put
a park there for example. However, some property owners could be interested in voluntarily
joining an ag forestal district or planting more trees on their land to protect a stream for
example. The BASF property is for sale and there could be remediation concerns/needs for
restoration on that site.
11:45 a.m. Comment from public in attendance – There were no public in attendance.
11:55 a.m. Next steps
Consultants will complete final asset maps and then build in key wildlife corridors. Consultants
will also review habitat areas that also support multiple cultural or recreational assets. This will
complete the natural and cultural assets mapping work and the next phase will be strategies.
Next Meeting: Opportunities and strategies will be the topic of the next meeting. The final plan
for this project should be as detailed as possible with actionable strategies. There also is a Rural
Economic Development Committee report that should be consulted. New strategies will be
proposed based on what is at risk and areas that could be better conserved or restored.
Consultants will develop options for consideration. Some strategies could be recommendations
for county policy, or some could be project ideas. Based on availability of committee members,
the date for the next meeting was determined to be Monday morning June 6, 2022. The public
meeting for the community will be proposed as an open house format with a presentation midmeeting. June 29 was selected as the meeting date, likely to be held at the recreation center.
Members suggested that descriptions for how the maps are created and what data were utilized
to help the public understand the work, just as the committee has learned through this process.
Staff noted that they would ensure that each map has a description for how it was made and
what is the purpose/utility of the map.

Appendix A: Map Edits (see dots labeled with numbers in map images).
Culture Map Edits
Fix legend from “National Register” to “National Register of Historic Places”
#1 This place is at risk. Also, there is a lot of runoff from the Food Lion parking lot. Colonial Heritage
drainage into Yarmouth Creek is a problem.
#2 Are their Civil War earthworks here? Suspect that they are there but this needs to be researched so
note as “possible civil war earth works.”
#3 Neck O’ Land may have Civil War earth works. Confirm with Dorothy Geyer with the National Park
Service.
#4 Another Civil War Fort is here that is on top of the 17th Century Fort, this should be noted and
included as the two forts.
#5 Governor’s Land should be noted.
#6 Governor’s Land sites are on the National Register of historic places so color those as Orange (from
the legend colors).

#7 Jolly Pond is historic. There was a mill there (not sure if there was/is a historic house there too).
#8 Hick’s Island is where the previously noted Fish House was located at the end of the point.

Be careful with naming. On Jamestowne Island we should call out James Fort and the Church locations
and also distinguish Jamestowne Settlement and Museum as distinct from the fort etc.

Recreation Map Edits
New Grove Park should go on the recreation map. (Get location from JCC staff).
#1 This is a Hawk watch site so add binoculars/birds
#2 Bird watch site (also has eagle and osprey nets) so add bird
#3 Add this to the Greensprings Trail (it’s part of it)
#4 Birding site
#5 Butterfly watching (add binoculars and note butterflies in data table)
#6 Birding site (note in data that master naturalists have mapped some of this area)
#7 Ditto to #6 above
#8.1 Add a binocular here since this place has 360⁰ views.
#9 Botanic Gardens can be noted with a bird or binocular symbol
#10 Site for future Grove Park (note as an upcoming park)
#11 Note as potential for Birding and Wildlife Trail (currently private land so do not put on map as asset
yet).
#12 Check this areas off of Menzel’s Road to confirm if there is any state-owned land here that was
missed.

Ag Map Edits

At right is at risk of development.
Above is a community garden to
locate and at left is mainland farm
that has beautiful vistas.

Appendix B: A secondary meeting was held with a committee member who could not attend the first
meeting: These are the notes from that meeting.
Additional Committee member meeting
4/20/2022
Ag Map
1. Add label to Carswell Farm (PIN 3520100010 and 3610100003)
2. Add label to Warburten Farm (PIN 2940100011 and 3520100001B)
3. Add label to Yarmouth Creek Hunt Club Farm (PIN 2840100005)
4. Add label to Richardson Farm (vicinity of PIN 2640100007)
5. Add label to Carleton Farm – [recently renamed JW Farm (PIN 4630100001B)]
6. Add label to Bush Neck Farm
7. Add label to Brass Shop – (PIN 2430100003)
8. Add label to
a. Eagle Tree Farm
b. Harcum Farm (vicinity of PIN 2220100087)
9. Add label to Taylor Farm – (PIN 12100100032)
18. Add label to War Hill Farm (PIN 3230100002)
19. Add label to Greenswamp Farm (PIN 3620100018)
20. Add label to Gospel Spreading Church Farm (PIN 4830100035 and 5620100001)
21. Add label to Nice Farm – (PIN 1230500005)
Heritage Assets Map
10. Confederate Soldier Cemetery is on 1130200005
11. Summerplace has archaeological resources (PIN 2920100004)
12. Yarmouth Creek Hunt Club has the remains of a waterfront store from the 1800s

Forestry Assets Map
16. What is this area and why does it not show as being an asset? If it is County property, it would
be helpful to label it, but it may still have potential for forestry.
17. What is this area and why does it not show as being an asset? If it is all York River State Park (or
conserved property), it would be helpful to label it.

